Public Comments
Administrative Rules Review
Duke Remitz
Frederick SD
Position: oppose
Comment:
Please DO NOT approve the increased non-resident waterfowl licenses. This measure not only sells out the
resident waterfowlers but most importantly selling ducks for bucks. That's NOT conservation !!! That's rape !!!
That money only goes into the few hands that have leased property. Don't turn SD into Arkansas. Very little
money will be spread to other businesses.
I know GFP has been hit hard budget wise. I understand that. There are other avenues to pursue to increase
revenue. The stamp might be one way,1 penny gas tax, Cut down the states staff ect...
We have to change the mindset of the landowner. Does it mean incentivize them??? Maybe. Idea: Instead of
paying $250,000 for tails why not ,say, give $5.00 more per acre for landowners who sign up new CRP. If my
SD math is correct that could be up to 50,000 acres let's say for 5 years? Put the money in the ground for all
wildlife. Thanks, Duke Remitz Frederick SD.
Jamie Al-Haj
Rapid City SD
Position: support
Comment:
I am in favor of changing the live trap removal date from September 1st to July 1st in order to match the 2020
Nest Predator Bounty Program (NPBP) time frame.

Other
Eugene Zach
Rapid City SD
Position: oppose
Comment:
your computer is system is the most asinine garbage I've ever dealt with.

Charlene Clifford
Howard SD
Position: other
Comment:
Beautiful Day at Lake Herman
Gods blessings My Best friend and Good freinds
Look what I caught
Thank you for a Beautiful Day
Charlene Clifford

Jerry Wilson
Vermillion SD
Position: oppose
Comment:
River Otter delisting. I oppose delisting the river otter. I am an avid outdoorsman, and I have NEVER seen a
river otter in South Dakota! Yet, with very limited scientific data, you propose opening trapping on otters!?
This makes no sense. Please don't do it.

River Otter Delisting
Daniel Bjerke
Rapid City SD
Position: oppose
Comment:
My family has owned property in Grant County that the South Fork of Yellowbank River runs through since the
mid-1930s. The number of River Otters that I personally have seen on the South Fork of Yellowbank River you
can count on one hand in my life time and I am 71 years old and I have been a lot of time on our property.
There just aren't that many that occupy the South Fork of Yellowbank River. I am curious what statistics the
GF&P has on the numbers of River Otters in SD in recommending delisting the River Otter. What's the
advantage to the GF&P for delisting them? Please vote not to delist them. Thank you.
Ross Wright
Sioux Falls SD
Position: oppose
Comment:
I oppose the decision to de-list river otters. This decision needs more study and deliberation. Any move to delist river otters at this time is likely to be met with costly litigation exposing tax-payers to unnecessary expenses.
Discretion seems to be the better part of valor here. Please gather more information to make a fully informed
decision as there is no public pressure here to de-list otters. Unlike grizzlies or wolves eating elk, deer, and livestock, the current handful of otters are harmless and are worth more alive than dead. Plenty of other furbearers for folks to trap. Please vote no to de-list otters. For all the time I have spent on the Big Sioux, I have
yet to see one. I'd like to someday.

David O'hara
Sioux Falls SD
Position: oppose
Comment:
We have too little data on this species' current population. Given the fact that it has come close to extirpation in
the recent past, it would be unwise to delist it now. The otter is a key species for moderating the populations of
all of its prey species, and it is also a charismatic species whose presence draws tourists to observe our waters
in kayaks and canoes. My Augustana ecology students look for them and very rarely observe them. Let's keep
them on the list until we can demonstrate with hard data that they are a stable and strong population.
David O'Hara, Ph.D.
Professor of Environmental Studies
Director of Sustainability
Augustana University, Sioux Falls
Teddy Thoms
Sioux Falls SD
Position: oppose
Comment:
PLEASE LEAVE THE OTTERS ALONE - DON'T BE SO TRIGGER HAPPY.
THANKYOU
Hannah Norem
Sioux Falls SD
Position: oppose
Comment:
No comment text provided.

Katie Tlusty
Sioux Falls SD
Position: oppose
Comment:
I think it may be too early to delist the otter. The ecosystem in which they live and their numbers are not stable
enough to delist.

Andrew Reinartz
Sioux Falls SD
Position: oppose
Comment:
Given the lack of a full enough u see standing if the resiliency of such a small population, it seems much too
soon to consider delisting the River Otter.
Jordan Deffenbaugh
Sioux Falls SD
Position: oppose
Comment:
No comment text provided.

Garrett Schempp
Sioux Falls SD
Position: other
Comment:
I am a frequent runner in the Sioux Falls area and one of the most exiting experiences I have had on the trails
was witnessing three river Otters on a frozen over Big Sioux River in the middle of winter in 2018. It was late,
dark and cold as I trotted along the Yankton Trail by the soccer fields on the south side of town. With my music
playing and mind focused, I attempted to focus in the cold. Yet, all of a sudden I noticed motion out of the corner
of my eye. To my amazement, I spotted three River Otters in the middle of the River. Two were standing on top
the eyes with the third bobbing in the hole that had been created. This lasted maybe a minute before they took
off under the ice. I say this was amazing because prior to this experience I did not know the Big Sioux
maintained an Otter population. I even reached out to a local friend to ask if what I had seen was possible.
Once confirmed, I¶ve remembered that run ever since. And this is the power of nature. To transcend and awe
those of us unaccustomed to witnessing such events. Therefore, I am skeptical of the proposal to delist the
River Otter from the endangered species list for the very simple reason of data. In my mind, if the goal is to truly
re-create and support a thriving River Otter population then opening up the population to trapping too early
would not only waste the past years of rebuilding, but also cause issues going forward as the only outcome
would be to re-list them in the future. Now, I¶m sure, or at least would hope, that if this proposal were approved it
would come with a continued proactive stance regarding population support. With that in mind, I¶m aware that I
may be missing some facts regarding this proposal. However, what I would really like to convey to those looking
at the proposal is the idea that once you commit resources to a cause, DO NOT pull out prematurely do to the
³minimal requirements´being met. I believe here in the Mid-West we have cultivated a culture of ³Doing the job
right the first time´and would like to believe it will continue going forward. Thank you for your time and good
luck with making the right decision.

Roger Foote
Watertown SD
Position: oppose
Comment:
In my 18 years of working along the Big Sioux River from Watertown to Summit, I have only observed a single
individual and that was within the city limits. I do not believe the population numbers are sufficient to justify delisting. thank you
Dr. Carl Scott
Provo UT
Position: oppose
Comment:
This is not so common an animal as is presumed in the proposed in listing. How many South Dakotans have
had the opportunity to observe one in the wild?
James Jennings
Sioux Falls SD
Position: oppose
Comment:
No comment text provided.

Craig Spencer
Sioux Falls SD
Position: oppose
Comment:
I am in aquatic ecologist with a PhD and I¶ve been working on lakes and rivers in South Dakota for the last 30
years as a professor at Augustana University. I am opposed to the de listing of river otter because I don¶t feel
there is sufficient scientific data to justify this. While 40 sightings per year Is certainly a good thing compared to
the paucity of sightings in the past, there are still large areas of the Big Sioux watershed were no sightings
have been reported. Moreover there appear to be no scientific studies quantifying the population size, rates of
reproduction, growth, and survival of the various subpopulations in the basin.
Without this type of population data, I believe that delisting is risky. For example, sightings alone could
produce erroneously high population estimates, as a relatively small number of animals could result in multiple
sightings in multiple locations, given their mobility.
Let¶s not jeopardize the success of the reintroduction thus far by premature delisting, until such time as there is
a more accurate database of population metrics together with a more widespread distribution in eastern SD.

Mark Barker
Hermosa SD
Position: oppose
Comment:
I don't think that there are near enough otters to delist them. Thanks.

Susanne Skyrm
Vermillion SD
Position: oppose
Comment:
I oppose delisting the river otter as a threatened and protected species in SD. There is little knowledge on
relative population size. There is little to no scientific data on the population size, density, or health. The only
data is 40-42 verified sightings per year across SD. That is not enough to support delisting for these animals.
They need more time to rebound from historic low numbers.

Larry Bowden
Hot Springs SD
Position: support
Comment:
As a member of Western SD Fur Harvesters and SD Trappers Associations I support the river otter delisting.

Andrew Olson
Sioux Falls SD
Position: oppose
Comment:
It seems absurd to delist the river otter. I honestly don¶t understand why you would, at all. Please, please,
reconsider this.

Mick Zerr
Sioux Falls SD
Position: oppose
Comment:

A species almost made extinct, is reintroduced, considered sacred by Native Americans, beloved by children,
one of most intelligent mammals, a potential tourist attraction should not be offered up for a few license dollars
from the few trappers in the state who could care less about the assets of the otter for the state. The state is
guessing their numbers at best. Some groups, with thousands of members and followers are planning a
massive publicity program if the otter is delisted. SD does not need any more bad publicity.

James Strain
Rapid City SD
Position: oppose
Comment:
SD GFP has never adequately surveyed River otter populations in this state or taken any proactive steps to
improve otter habitat and maintain sustainable populations. It appears this proposed action is to appease
trappers who accidentally trap otters or sport fisherman who mistakenly believe that otters adversely impact
game fish populations. River Otters deserve more protection in South Dakota, not less.
Jerry Travis
Brandon SD
Position: support
Comment:
Guys I think it¶s time for them to be delisted. I have them in every tributary and river i trap. Setting conibears for
beaver it¶s really tough even putting triggers on far side. Killed one and released 3 this year and jut don¶t even
set where I need to anymore because catching one is inevitable.
Nash Smith
Webster SD
Position: oppose
Comment:
No comment text provided.

Gene Pinkert
Big Stone City SD
Position: support
Comment:
The river otter needs to be delisted as they seem to be everywhere along the north branch of the yellow bank
river in grant county. Have seen lots of families of otters during the summer and fall moving around so
reproduction is definitely happening.
Philip Neuharth
Menno SD
Position: support
Comment:
It is time to delist, and start managing this wonderful resource. Thanks.

Kris Hoffman
Vermillion SD
Position: support
Comment:
In my line of work I talk to a fair amount of trappers and have been hearing more recently (last few years) about
run ins that people have been having with otters. Also, I do know that some trappers are very hesitant to trap
beaver because they do not want to catch an incidental otter.
Jenna Glassburner
Sioux Falls SD
Position: oppose
Comment:
At last count there were less than 50 otters in the state, so delisting seems a very hasty and ill-advised move at
this point. Please reconsider.
Jerry Herbst
Pukwana SD
Position: support
Comment:
If the their numbers support it that should be the next step.

Kasey Abbott
Sioux Falls SD
Position: oppose
Comment:
I have lived in SD almost all of my 60+ years and am an avid outdoorsman. I have never seen a river otter. I find
it hard to believe that there are enough of them to delist as a threatened and protected species.
Michelle Hentschel
Brandon SD
Position: oppose
Comment:
I¶m opposed to delisting the river otter because it seems there is not enough data to support their population
being stable. Please either wait until higher numbers are observed or until a proper study can be done.
Paul Kuhlman
Avon SD
Position: support
Comment:
I think the de-listing of the bobcat for some East River counties has been a great success and I believe the
same could happen with otters. I highly recommend that you follow the GFP advice on this as they have done
some excellent research on the topic.
Stephen Humphreys
Pringle SD
Position: support
Comment:
No comment text provided.

Tyler Kari
Bison SD
Position: support
Comment:
No comment text provided.

Vince Logue
Oelrichs SD
Position: support
Comment:
No comment text provided.

Mike Evert
Sheboygan WI
Position: support
Comment:
No comment text provided.

Dana Loseke
Sioux Falls SD
Position: oppose
Comment:
Twenty years ago the Flandreau Santee Sioux tribe introduced thirty- five river otters in Moody County. Today
the GF & P study shows an average annual sighting of forty-two otters for the past five years. An increase of
seven otter sightings from what was introduced is not indicative of a booming population. Clearly, the data from
the GF & P indicates the delisting is not based on science.
As a citizen who has tremendous respect for the work of the department this move to delist is premature at
best.
1. Otters are not overrunning our lakes and streams. The GF & P data illustrates that fact.
2. They eat fish in the BIg Sioux which is comprised primarily of carp. If there were more otters maybe we'd get
rid of some of the lousy carp.
3.. Otters do no economic damage They don't eat crops, they don't cut down trees. They use old burrows from
other animals so they don't damage streabanks.
4. They don't eat eggs so they cause no harm to upland game birds.
5. Otters need clean fresh water, vegetated stream banks and food to survive. If South Dakota rivers and
streams were not full of sediment we may have a higher population of otters.
Our volunteer organization , Friends of the BIg Sioux River, is working for clean water in the BIg Sioux
watershed. Our logo is the river otter. We teach kids that otters need clean water, riparian buffers, and fish for
food which is why otters are so rare to see. At school events and school classes we present videos of otters (
these are film from other states as we have not spotted an otter in South Dakota to film) enjoying life. As a fan
of GF & P I don't think it would be in the best interests of the department to have school children, teachers,
and parents learn that these wonderful animals are not protected due to actions taken by this commission.

Suzan Nolan
Rapid City SD
Position: oppose
Comment:
I am opposed to delisting the otter. They are few enough as it is and to put them at greater risk of being trapped
makes little senses to me. I think otters should be introduced into western SD and they should not be trapped
anywhere nor delisted.
Nancy Hilding
Black Hawk SD
Position: oppose
Comment:
Nancy Hilding,
President
Prairie Hills Audubon
We attach a courtesy copy of our alert on the de-listing of the river otter, which we object to.
We thank Eileen Dowd Stukel & Silka Kempema for their work to protect "at risk" species.
Susan Braunstein
Rapid City SD
Position: oppose
Comment:
No comment text provided.

Jamie Al-Haj
Rapid City SD
Position: oppose
Comment:
I oppose the delisting of the River Otter! The state of South Dakota does not have solid population numbers
and arbitrary counting does not justify taking any animal off of a threatened list. Trapping annihilated the River
Otter in the past, do not be so irresponsible as to allow history to repeat itself!

(Donald) Peter Carrels
Sioux Falls SD
Position: oppose
Comment:
Delisting the river otter is a premature action. This animal remains relatively scarce in South Dakota. There has
been inadequate field research to determine the status of the river otter. We do know that river otters were once
common in the state, but as recently as 1977 there was not a single sighting of this animal in South Dakota. The
primary reason there is a population at all is because there was a release of about 34 otters by the Flandreau
Santee Sioux Tribe in 1998 and 2000. The State of South Dakota must become more undertake an serious
effort to restore populations on South Dakota rivers. Until there is a reasonable effort underway the animal must
remain protected.
Nancy Hilding
Black Hawk SD
Position: oppose
Comment:
Nancy Hilding
President
Prairie Hills Audubon Society
We attach our second letter on the river otter. This one questions SD GFP knowledge about the river otter at La
Creek National Wildlife Refuge and asks for a continued re-introduction effort at the Refuge. To our knowledge
last verified sighting was Feb 2018 and an unverified sighting in summer of 2019.
Cheyne Cumming
Rapid City SD
Position: oppose
Comment:
I strongly oppose the delisting of the River Otter. Their numbers do not justify this action. We have none in
West River. There is no scientific data to justify this. Habitat continues to be destroyed or compromised. DO
NOT DELIST!
Ray Maize
Pierre SD
Position: support
Comment:
I support Delisting the River Otter and would like a trapping season for them. Thank you.

Nancy Hilding
Black Hawk SD
Position: oppose
Comment:
Nancy Hilding
President
Prairie Hills Audubon Society,
I attach our third letter on the otter de-listing, that challenges de-lsting criteria and choice of recovery area.

Nancy Hilding
President
Prairie Hills Audubon Society
P.O. Box 788
Black Hawk, SD, 57718
nhilshat@rapidnet.com
605-787-6466
May 3rd, 2020
SD Game, Fish and Parks Commission
Joe Foss Building
523 East Capitol
Pierre, SD 57501
Dear Commissioners.
Below we send you a courtesy copy of our alert on the proposal from SD Game, Fish and Parks to de-list the river
otter.
We object to the criteria for the de-listing proposal, we want an estimate of the otter population numbers or more
scientific/thorough way of collecting verified sightings, before de-listing moves forward. We want the
reintroduction at La Creek National Wildlife Refuge completed and other west river before delisting occurs.
But below (beginning on page 2) find a copy of our alert sent out Sunday night to our e-mail mailing list.
It includes a link where you can watch the video recording of a presentation on the otter that Silke Kempema gave
our members via Zoom on April 29th.

================================================================================
Please skip forward to page 2
=============================================================================
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Help protect SD River Otters - object to their removal from SD's threatened species list and/or request their
reintroduction west river.
Take action by Sunday May 3rd before midnight CT (by posting comments to GFP on-line for public record)
or by Thursday, May 7th 2 pm CT (testify via teleconference or by e-mailing individual commissioners at their
8 individual e-mail addresses)
Scroll down towards bottom of e-mail for details on how to comment to GFP Commission and for a link to
watch the recording of our Zoom meeting on otters, (4/29/20) as well as links to other references.

Northern River Otter
Photo by Tom Koerner/USFWS
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/deed.en

Discussion of Issues.
SD river otters have been listed as threatened under the SD Endangered Species Act since 1977. They may
have once been extirpated from the state and 35 otter were reintroduced by Flandreau Sioux Tribe to the Big
Sioux River in 1998 & 1999. SD Game, Fish and Parks staff has proposed to de-list the species, believing it's
population distribution east river, indicates recovery. The SD GFP Commission will consider whether to de-list
otters (or not) at a virtual meeting May 7th-8th conducted by teleconference.
We object to the delisting on the following major points
1. GFP needs to base delisting criteria on estimates of population numbers & also on population structure, not
just on population distribution. GFP is basing the delisting on the population distribution in drainages in the far
eastern side of the state.
2. Verified population numbers of otters are still too low
3. GFP should insure the river otter is successfully reintroduced to river(s) in western SD before it is delisted: at
least restarting the reintroduction effort at La Creek National Wildlife Refuge
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4. Delisting review shows insufficient consideration of the status of the threats to the river otter and their habitat
5. Otters are fun to watch and the wildlife watchers are not less important than trappers. SDGFP should insure
that otters are spread around SD in greater numbers & to west river before delisting.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
We believe otter will likely be trapped as fur bearers once they are delisted and wildlife watchers should have
otters better distributed across SD, in higher numbers for watchers to enjoy, before more population reduction
from trapping starts. Otters are fun to watch. We want some west river.
GFP acknowledges they are now found in the Big Sioux, Vermillion, James, Jorgenson, Little Minnesota,
Whetstone, Yellow Bank, Kim Cree/Big Slough river drainages and the Missouri River downstream from
Pierre. SD GFP identified a recovery area in far eastern SD. Otters have been found existing in 40% of the
sub-basins in the recovery area & breeding in basins that make up 60% of recovery area. Both criteria were
met for 2 of 5 years prior to delisting proposal. The highest number of verified otters sightings in SD in any
recent year was 42 otters in 2016. Verified sightings for the last 6 years are: 2014 - 33 otters, 2015 - 23 otters,
2016 - 42 otters, 2017- 33 otters, 2018 - 38 otters, 2019 - 40 otters. However more otters will exist than folks
are seeing/finding, reporting and that GFP can verify. Half the reports are from Grant, Moody and Roberts
Counties. Study of dead otters found, shows they substantially died at 2 years or younger.
Possible west river reintroduction sites are identified by GFP as the Little White River, the Cheyenne and Belle
Fourche Rivers. La Creek National Wildlife Refuge and the Little White River have suitable habitat and have
had a very small but sort of successful reintroduction. Two otter were reintroduced to La Creek National
Wildlife Refuge in 2013. The female died of heart problems but had given birth to a pup before hand. Fate of
the male and pup is uncertain, but there were verified sightings (including photos) of single otters up to 2018
and also a not-verified otter sighting in summer 2019. If there is just one otter or two of the same sex, they
can't breed.
Otters are associated with beaver, who help create suitable habitat for them in a drainage system. Most otter
are currently killed in SD, as incidental take during beaver trapping. The second leading cause of death is
being run over by vehicles. Of 117 reported river otters killed in South Dakota from 1979 through 2016, 73%
were killed incidental to legal trapping activities; 15% of the 117 reported river otter mortalities resulted from
being struck by vehicles. SD otter eat fish, frogs and crayfish and live in aquatic systems: streams, ponds,
marshes but they travel cross country from one surface water to the other. They need vegetation along the
banks for habitat. Water systems located east river can see change to their edges & size as water levels rise
and fall due to variance in rain fall or due to drainage tiling. We face era of climate change & uncertain
weather. We question if they should disclose more info on status of the threats to otter, especially from climate
change, water pollution (especially from agriculture) and wetlands drainage. In the west river prairie of SD
beavers are hunted 365 days. We need to insist on a reduction in the level of beaver trapping west river, to
reduce the human predation on any otters reintroduced.
Trout are a non-native introduced species, the Black Hills native fishes were too small for fishing and our Black
Hills streams are stocked full of exotics. Trout are difficult for otters to catch (trout swim too fast). We should
request that GFP explore managing some stream(s) in Black Hills for fish species that otters can catch, so we
can re-establish them in at least one drainage in the Hills.
THE FUTURE - MORE WORK WILL BE NEEDED
If we fail to prevent the delisting of the otter, we must work to delay the immediate approval of an otter fur
bearer season and once one is approved make sure it is very small. Please note most otters are killed currently
are killed via incidental takes during trapping. Such death can involve drowning under water while restrained.
We can also work to protect beavers. Percentages of otter death by type of trapping are: 53.7 % for beaver
trapping, 32.4 % for unknown trapping, 8.8 % for raccoon trapping, 2.3 % for fish trapping , 1.4% for mink
trapping and other 1.4%
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We need to insist on reintroduction to La Creek National Wildlife Refuge or to the Little White River, working
with either GFP, USFWS and/or Rosebud Sioux Tribe. We can work for introductions on Cheyenne & Belle
Fourche Rivers, working with GFP and/or tribes. The work to protect the otter will not be over on May 7th, no
matter what happens - so write in support of otter recovery and west river reintroduction, even if you miss the
May 3rd or May 7th deadlines.
HOW TO COMMENT
You can comment on any proposed rule change (or anything else) in writing by midnight CT of May 3rd
Post comments on line at: https://gfp.sd.gov/forms/positions/
Or you can comment by teleconference on the afternoon of the 7th.
Teleconferencing details are on this web site (https://gfp.sd.gov/commission/information/)
The public hearing will begin at 2:00 p.m. CT. The conference call number available for the public to call in
starting at 2:00 p.m. CT to provide comments is 1-866-410-8397; Conference Code 5451787643#. The public
is encouraged to call in from their home, but is encourage to get off the phone after testifying to not clog up the
lines. You can livestream meetings at: https://www.sd.net/

You can testify for 3 minutes on any subject during the "open forum" and for 3 minutes during the rule making
hearing on each rule up for review (that is when you testify on the otter de-listing or other rules up for
finalization). Rules up for finalization besides River Otter Delisting include:
, Archery Deer Season, Youth Waterfowl Season, Youth Pheasant Season, Flathead Catfish – NE &
SD Border Waters. Normally comments on rule making come before the open forum. The River otter is
currently listed as the 7th rule to be considered, but order can change at discretion of the Commission.
Link to see the Commissioner's contact info
https://gfp.sd.gov/commission/members/
Here are the e-mails of Commissioners serving in 2019, you can e-mail them directly at any time, but your email will not go into the official records of GFP, unless you also post it at. https://gfp.sd.gov/forms/positions.
Late submissions end up in the next months "Commission Book".
You can call them at home, but please be polite and respectful.
MaryAnne.Boyd@state.sd.us, Jensen, Gary
<Gary.Jensen@state.sd.us>, Russell.Olson@state.sd.us, Doug.Sharp@state.sd.us, Travis.Bies@state.sd.us,
Robert.Whitmyre@state.sd.us, Jon.Locken@state.sd.us

REFERENCES
We had a Zoom meeting Wednesday, 4/29/20)by Zoom,
Topic: South Dakota's River Otters
Time: Apr 29, 2020, 6:30 PM Mountain Time
Speaker: Silka Kempema of SD Game, Fish and Parks (GFP) Wildlife Diversity Program
Link to recording of the meeting (already happened)
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/4ZBrI6u2WhJYrfc5UPEfasvMtjbX6a8gCBKrqFczk8oRnoPBZv5F7PbJmyTrwuE
Password: 5K%KE1B&
Nancy was a little late starting the recording and missed the first three slides, which included the title slide, a slide titled
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Mustelid - which had 4 characteristics listed (carnivore, long body, short legs, scent glands) and a slide titled Biology,
which had 3 points.- (adapted to life in water, indicator of water quality, associated with beaver.)

To read de-listing proposal
https://gfp.sd.gov/UserDocs/meetings/PRO_2020_River_Otter_Delisting.pdf
Link to SD GFP's status review for endangered and threatened Species. See page 122 for the North American river otter section, page 127 for recovery criteria/goals:
https://gfp.sd.gov/UserDocs/nav/status-reviews.pdf
"Determination of river otter (Lontra canadensis) distribution and evaluation of potential sites for population
expansion in South Dakota", 2011- 2015,
See page 69 for Melquist's recommended parameters to be met before de-listing and also reintroduction
recommendations
https://gfp.sd.gov/images/WebMaps/Viewer/WAP/Website/SWGSummaries/FINAL%20REPORT%20Melquist
%20River%20Otters%20T-55.pdf
Link to GFP's 2012 SD Otter Management Plan
https://gfp.sd.gov/UserDocs/nav/OtterPlan2012.pdf
SD GFP Commissions March 5th meeting had a discussion of the proposed delisting..if you go to the meeting
archives you can scroll through page till you find "Proposal River Otter Delisting" with small image of an audio
horn to the right
https://gfp.sd.gov/commission/archives/
SD Endangered Species laws
https://sdlegislature.gov/Statutes/Codified_Laws/DisplayStatute.aspx?Type=Statute&Statute=34A-8
SD Endangered Species Rules
https://sdlegislature.gov/Rules/DisplayRule.aspx?Rule=41:10:02
2020 SD House concurrent resolution to de-list otter and manage as a harvested furbearer (resolutions are not
law, just legislative suggestions)
http://sdlegislature.gov/Legislative_Session/Bills/Bill.aspx?Bill=HCR6014&Session=2020
Best Management Practices for Trapping River Otter, Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies
https://www.fishwildlife.org/application/files/8015/2105/3073/Otter_BMP_2014_F.pdf
US Forest Service North American River Otter - A Technical Conservation Assessment, 2006
https://www.fs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprdb5210168.pdf
The Black Hills Pioneer had an article on the proposed delisting, February 29th,
2020. https://www.bhpioneer.com
========================
End of our alert
Thanks,

Nancy Hilding, President, Prairie Hills Audubon Society
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Nancy Hilding
President
Prairie Hills Audubon Society
P.O. Box 788
Black Hawk, SD, 57718
nhilshat@rapidnet.com
605-787-6466
May 3rd, 2020
SD Game, Fish and Parks Commission
Joe Foss Building
523 East Capitol
Pierre, SD 57501
Dear Commissioners,
This is our second letter on the river otter, Our first was a courtesy copy of our alert on the de-listing proposal.
We include below text from the SDGFP delisting proposal found at
https://gfp.sd.gov/UserDocs/meetings/PRO_2020_River_Otter_Delisting.pdf
The delisting report says:
" Melquist reported in 2015 that river otter distribution included the following: Big Sioux, Vermillion and James
River drainages, Jorgenson River, Little Minnesota River, Whetstone River, Yellow Bank River, Jim Creek/Big
Slough and the Missouri River downstream from Pierre (Melquist 2015)."
We include text from the Status Review of 2018 that can be found at
Page 124 and pages 125-126 and :
https://gfp.sd.gov/UserDocs/nav/status-reviews.pdf
Conservation / Management Considerations:
"Known threats to river otters in South Dakota include incidental trapping and road kills. Of 117 reported river
otters killed in South Dakota from 1979 through 2016, 73% were killed incidental to legal trapping activities;
15% of the 117 reported river otter mortalities resulted from being struck by vehicles (South Dakota
Department of Game, Fish and Parks, unpublished data). Degradation of streams, loss of riparian habitat and
seasonal variations in water levels also threaten long-term population stability. The impact of agricultural
chemical run-off is unknown. A year-round beaver trapping season west of the Missouri River and a focus on
non-native trout management in Black Hills streams will impair statewide recovery of river otters. Due to these
issues and evidence of more suitable habitat in eastern South Dakota, the focus of recovery is on watersheds
within the eastern part of the state."....
"Suitable reintroduction or translocation sites to address river otter depredation complaints were selected
based upon riparian habitat, water permanence, available prey, evidence of current beaver activity and banks
with suitable resting sites (Melquist 2015). Potential reintroduction sites were located on the Cheyenne, Belle
Fourche and Little White rivers. No evidence of recent otter occurrence exists in the areas selected for
reintroduction. Note that current conservation challenges west of the Missouri River (as listed above) impair
recovery at these sites. Translocation sites were recommended on the James, Missouri and Vermillion rivers.
At least one site was recommended in each administrative Wildlife Division region of SDGFP
Two incidentally captured otters (one male and one female) were radio-marked and released on the Little
White River Game Production Area in Bennett County (Figure 1) on 14 126

November 2013 to further evaluate habitat suitability on the Little White River (Melquist 2015). Radio contact
with the male was last obtained on 25 March 2014. The female occupied both the Little White River and
Lacreek National Wildlife Refuge giving birth to at least one pup on the refuge during the spring of 2014. The
adult female was found dead on 19 January 2015. Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy is the suspected cause of
death (U.S. Geological Survey, National Wildlife Health Center Diagnostic Services case report #26185).
Portions of the Little White River and the Lacreek National Wildlife Refuge have suitable year-round otter
habitat."
(Emphasis added)
This story on the reintroduction effort at La Creek National Wildlife Refuge, seems not to have been updated
since Melquist's report ended in 2015. It seems when he left he had no proof of continued otter presence at the
refuge. It seems GFP has not been communicating since then with the La Creek NWR.
I provide two quotes from e-mails from Todd Schmidt the refuge manager. I have forwarded these e-mails to
Silka Kempema. Below find two e-mail texts dated May 1st from Schmidt and one on May 3rd from Tom Beck,
a Game, Fish and Parks employee :
===========
From: "Schmidt, Todd" <todd_schmidt@fws.gov>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Can you give me an update on river otters La Creek?
Date: May 1, 2020 at 1:26:23 PM MDT
To: Nancy Hilding <nhilshat@rapidnet.com>
"We had sightings about every year after the relocation up until February of 2018. Not sure if it is more than
one, we never had more than one in a picture. And nobody on staff ever saw more than one at a time after
the female died. You might contact Tom Beck the Bennett County Conservation Officer with the GFP and he
might have more info on nearby sightings.
His number 605-381-6433
or email tom.beck@state.sd.us
Todd Schmidt
Lacreek National Wildlife Refuge
Martin, SD
Office: 605-685-6508"
==========================
"Hi Nancy.
The last confirmed sighting of a river otter was in February of 2018. We have a few nice trail camera pictures
of an otter during that winter. We have not seen sign of an otter or heard of any reports of an otter at
Lacreek NWR since that time period.
Yes, we are currently teleworking, sorry we are not answering our office phone.
Todd
Todd Schmidt
Lacreek National Wildlife Refuge
Martin, SD"
==========================
This is a May 3rd e-mail from Tom Beck
From: "Beck, Tom" <Tom.Beck@state.sd.us>

Subject: Re: sightings of river otters at La Creek
Date: May 3, 2020 at 8:18:35 AM MDT
To: Nancy Hilding <nhilshat@rapidnet.com>
Nancy
We have not had any sightings on or around LaCreek National Wildlife Refuge for over a year. I'm not seeing
tracks or slides, eaten fish, or other signs that any are present anymore, which is unfortunate.
Tom

Tom
==============
At our April 29th Zoom meeting on the River Otter, Dan Snethen, a biology teacher at Little Wound High
School, in Kyle reported that he has seen a river otter near La Creek (but not on La Creek) on some not
specified date, but Dan knew someone who saw a river otter in the Summer of 2019. He said the name of the
person, but I don' remember it. He said this person hunts bears with Melquist.
It thus seems the Fall 2018 determination by SD GFP that Little White River has no recent otter occurrence
may need to be re-examined. At the very least otter(s) seem to been noticed with verified sightings at La
Creek National Wildlife Refuge up till 2018 (including photos).
As the story is that a male and female were reintroduced in November 2013 and the male radio emissions
were lost in 2014 and the female died of heart troubles in early 2015 and she gave birth to a pup (fate
unknown). It is possible that we have two maies out there or one male or one female and they are surviving
but not able to breed.
There is suitable habitat at La Creek NWR and along the Little White River, including on the Rosebud
Reservation.
SD Game, Fish and Parks needs to prioritize very quickly adding some more river otters to the La Creek NWR
population and perhaps Rosebud Sioux Tribe might join Flandreau Sioux Tribe in helping with otter
reintroduction.
Prairie Hills Audubon Society is located west River and we would like to be able to watch river otters at La
Creek or at other rivers in western SD. We don't want the river otter delisted until this is accomplished.
However if the river otter is delisted we want no trapping or hunting season West River until some
reintroductions west river are successful. Why do just east river people get to watch or trap otters?
We ask for SD GFP to check with tribes to see what cultural significance the otters have to tribes (if any),
especially as Flandreau took the initiative to re-introduce them. You should do that check before delisting.
Thanks,

Nancy Hilding
President
Prairie Hills Audubon Society

Nancy Hilding
President
Prairie Hills Audubon Society
P.O. Box 788
Black Hawk, SD, 57718
nhilshat@rapidnet.com
605-787-6466
May 3rd, 2020
SD Game, Fish and Parks Commission
Joe Foss Building
523 East Capitol
Pierre, SD 57501
Dear Commissioners,
We question the delisting criteria chosen by SD GFP for the river otter, back in 2018. We object to them as
insufficient and incomplete. We object to having only a recovery area of the far east side of South Dakota.
These criteria are expressed on page 127 of the Status Review:

"Delisting of the river otter will be recommended when the following conditions are met:
• _confirmed reports of reproduction are documented in three of the five basins (60%) within the
recovery area, AND
• _within each of these basins, the presence of river otters has been documented by verified
reports in at least 40% of the subbasins.
Both of these criteria shall be met during two of the five years prior to proposed delisting."
- Wayne E. Melquist, Ph.D. , CREX Consulting , was hired to write a report for SD GFP's Wildlife Diversity
Program a report titled: " FINAL REPORT Determination of river otter (Lontra canadensis) distribution and
evaluation of potential sites for population expansion in South Dakota, 1 October 2011 - 30 January 2015",
dated May 2015 .
On page 69-70 he recommends more strict de-listing criteria than SD GFP chose & he also offers a choice of
recovery goals - recovery in just eastern SD or recovery in both eastern & western SD. But he suggests that to
recover both eastern & western SD you need to bring in out-of-state otters due to limited otter supply in SD &
also GFP would need to reduce beaver trapping west river.

"RECOMMENDATIONS
Parameters for Delisting
Demographic parameters, including size, structure, and distribution of the South Dakota otter population
will be necessary for delisting to go forward and for any consideration of a harvest. I recommend that
biological data (e.g., sex, age, reproductive condition, presence of parasites) continue to be collected from
dead otters recovered by SDGFP. Age structure of this “unintentional harvest” can be useful in gauging the
reproductive health and dynamics of the otter population. Trend data and the expansion of otters into
previously unoccupied areas can provide insight into the health of the existing population and the
suitability of the habitat in previously unoccupied areas.
While biologists still haven’t been able to develop a method to accurately estimate population density
based on survey data, distribution and population trend data can be obtained through some variation of
bridge sign surveys. I would recommend that standardized winter bridge sign surveys be established.

Survey options could be similar to those used in Nebraska, where they don’t leave the bridge (Wilson
2011), in Ohio, where they survey 300 m upstream and downstream from the bridge (Prange 2011), or the
methods employed by Shardlow et al. (2009) in Kansas. I would also encourage exploring survey options
used in other Midwestern states in an effort to find an appropriate survey method suitable for South
Dakota.
Need for reintroductions to expand otter populations in South Dakota
I believe there are options available to SDGFP for increasing the density and expanding the distribution of
otters in the state. The 2 options offered here are based on different assumptions for recovery goals.
Option 1 is based on the assumption that otter restoration in only East River streams is necessary to meet
recovery goals.
This option would focus on using only resident otters to augment existing populations on the James River
and Vermillion River drainages. The source of otters for this augmentation would be the Big Sioux River
drainage and tributaries of the Minnesota River. Available otters could be those incidentally live-trapped,
conflict otters that require moving, or otters intentionally captured for the purpose of moving them. This
option makes sense if a determination is made that West River streams are neither part of the recovery
effort nor necessary for achieving recovery goals.
Option 2 is based on the assumption that otter restoration in East River and West River streams is
necessary to meet recovery goals.
There probably wouldn’t be an adequate supply of otters available in South Dakota to augment small East
River populations and establish viable breeding populations in West River streams. Therefore, this option
would require purchasing otters from a source or sources outside of South Dakota for release at previously
identified locations on the Cheyenne River, Belle Fourche River, and Little White River in order to expand
the otter population west of the Missouri River. However, beaver harvest regulations, as described below,
should be changed or the restoration effort may be fortuitous. Also under this option, I would recommend
that East River streams continue to be augmented, but only by resident South Dakota otters. Kiesow (2003)
outlined a reintroduction protocol and recommended a release of 120 otters in the state, with a minimum
of 100. While the number may seem somewhat arbitrary and based on releasing otters in 5 streams, most
parts of the protocol appear reasonable. I recommend a review of past successful restoration efforts in
other states be combined with Kiesow’s protocol and recommendations prior to establishing the number of
otters for release in the West River streams."
Emphasis added.
We don't see an estimate by SD GFP of what number of otters is needed for a viable population. We believe that
distribution goals, rather than population numbers was chosen as it is difficult to count otters and perhaps SD
Wildlife Diversity program has a limited budget. But we are under the understanding that if you substitute
distribution for population numbers, you need a more scientific and thorough method of counting otters than was
used.
Sincerely,

Nancy Hilding
President
Prairie Hills Audubon Society

